Q&A with the Centre’s staff:

Jessica Hatherall, Sally Embelton and Natasha Rose
Trent Wallace sat down with the Australian
Pro Bono Centre’s Jessica Hatherall,
Sally Embelton and Natasha Rose to learn
more about what brought them to the Centre
and what makes them tick.
Where were you before the Australian Pro Bono Centre,
and what led you here?
Sally: Throughout my time at law school, I volunteered at
two incredible community legal centres. Working at
those CLCs led me to appreciate the life-changing work
that people do in the legal assistance sector, and made
me hopeful that one day I could work in the social justice
space. When I graduated, I was lucky enough to secure a
job as a litigation lawyer. I worked in that role for more
than 3 years. During that time, I was provided with
excellent training by brilliant lawyers, and I learned a lot
of technical skills. But I didn’t see myself practising law
long term, so when I saw the ad for my position at the
Centre, I thought – this is it, this is what I want to do with
my career. So I applied, and I was lucky enough to get it.
Tash: My previous career was in experiential marketing,
where I worked at an agency for 5 years before I realised
that it no longer aligned with my values. So, I decided to
leave and return to studying, and completed a Bachelor
of International Studies with a major in Development at
the University of New South Wales. Throughout my
degree I did some volunteer work and humanitarian
workshops to try and figure out my direction. I worked at
the Red Cross in youth engagement and in the migration support department, which provides services for
refugees, asylum seekers and other migrants. After I
graduated, I realised that I wanted to go further in the
direction of human rights protection – so I started a
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Master of Human Rights Law and Policy. My focus was the
international space, so I was interested in gaining more
understanding and experience in the domestic legal
space. When I came across the Centre I realised that it has
such a strong social justice focus, so I knew that it would
align really well with what I’m passionate about.
Jess: Common threads are emerging! Like Sally, I became
inspired to work in the social justice space during law
school, where I volunteered in a legal clinic representing
low-income clients. After graduating law school, I was
privileged to have the opportunity to train as a corporate
lawyer at international law firms in London and Sydney
but realised I wanted to return to the social justice sector
again at some point. Throughout my career, I have always
managed to keep my hand in this sector by doing pro
bono legal work at community legal centres, engaging in
other skilled volunteering and serving on the leadership
teams of NGOs. Like Tash, I decided to embark on further
studies and completed a Master of Laws in Human Rights
at the University of Hong Kong. While I was doing my LLM,
I also directly learned best practice pro bono when I
managed Justice Centre Hong Kong’s pro bono partnership program with 10 law firms. I initially came across the
Centre while I was in this position and was able to see
first-hand the leadership role of the Centre in global pro
bono. And I had the chance to present on a panel with
John Corker (former Centre CEO) at the 6th Asia Pro Bono
Conference on pro bono models. So, when we relocated
back to Sydney it felt like a natural place to approach for
opportunities.
What is it about working at the Centre that makes it
stand out for you?
Sally: I’ve been really impressed by how many clever policy
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ideas the Centre has developed to increase pro bono
within the legal profession, and how effective those
policies have been. I feel very lucky to work here, because
I get to do important work with wonderful people. I’ve
also never worked at a place before where I feel like I can
bring my whole self to work so effortlessly.
Jess: Following on from what Sally has said - it is a real
credit to the Centre that it is adopting a new way of
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working. The whole legal industry is starting to, and
hopefully will continue to move in that direction. Gabi
(current Centre CEO) has a real vision around work-life
harmony; still ensuring that the Centre produces high
quality work with measurable impact, but also running
the organisation in a sustainable way.
Tash: As Gabi tells us, we need to move beyond the idea
of a ‘work-life balance’ – as this gives the sense of
somehow separating the two; that only once you leave
work for the day can you then start the ‘life’ part. The
Centre finds a way for you to integrate work
into your life, for you to enjoy the work you
are doing – and for me this was such a
positive workplace mentality.

And I love being surrounded by books! I’ve also been
spending some time over the past couple of years
learning Auslan (Australian Sign Language). It’s an
amazing, expressive language and it’s given me the
chance to learn more about the Deaf community. I love
to travel with my fiancé, Keaton, too – and like Tash I’ve
also actually been to every continent except for Antarctica! My favourite country would have to be Scotland. I
went on exchange to Glasgow while I was at uni. I love it
there; the scenery is incredibly beautiful, and the people
are so warm-hearted and have a wonderful sense of
humour.

Sally: I volunteer at the Women’s Library in Newtown –
it’s filled with books written by women, about women.
It’s a wonderful space because it allows me to meet lots
of people and feel connected to my local community.
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Jess: Fiction or non-fiction? I am always half-way
through lots of books. Currently, I am finishing Margaret
Atwood’s The Testaments and Rebecca Makkai’s Great
Believers. And I also have 21 Lessons for the 21st Century
by Yuval Noah Harari next to my bed.
Sally: I just finished The Secret Commonwealth, the
second in the Book of Dust series by Philip Pullman,
which brings back so much nostalgia from my childhood. I’m currently devouring the fabulous Neapolitan
Novels by Elena Ferrante. I also never have a Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie book far from my bedside table –
Americanah is one of my favourites.
Tash: As I just finished my Master’s last week, I will
finally have more time to read for pleasure again! I
have a pile of unread books that I cannot wait to
start on, including Malala Yousafzai’s second book,
with stories about young girls who have been
displaced by conflict.

Outside the Centre, what do you enjoy
spending your time doing?
Tash: I always struggle with this question! In
addition to my work at the Centre and my
Masters, I’m also the Senior Editor at Politik,
an international affairs magazine that the
University publishes, and I tutor Indigenous
University students through Nura Gili and
the Commonwealth’s Indigenous Tuition Program. So I
have to admit that my spare time is limited! I spend as
much time as possible with Walter, my French Bulldog,
who is also the Centre’s unofficial mascot. I also love to
travel. I’ve been to every continent except for Antarctica,
so I’d love to tick that off the list. Although as a Queenslander I’m not sure how I will go with the cold! I’d also
love to return to México soon, where I lived for 13 months,
because it feels like my second home. And that way I can
make sure that I don’t lose any of my Spanish-speaking
skills!

What books are currently on your bedside table?

Who are you inspired by?
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Jess: Outside of the Centre, I love spending time with my
family, walking our labrador and reading books. As a
family, our favourite activity is travelling, often with a
hiking element, and we have been able to go on many
adventures. Highlights include the Annapurna Base
Camp trek in Nepal, the W Trek in Patagonia, and taking
a few months with the kids to explore parts of Europe
and Africa. I also like to do volunteering including as the
Co-Chair of the Business and Human Rights subcommittee for the Australian Lawyers for Human Rights. And I
have a passion for film-making (like Gabi and John) and
hope to make films again someday. Another important
part of my life is the practice of yoga and more recently I
have delved into mindfulness meditation.

Sally: I’m inspired by a huge range of women in my
life – my mum, sister, grandma, friends… I am
surrounded by strong and wonderful women, many of
whom have overcome huge obstacles to lead pretty
extraordinary lives.
Jess: I have always been very inspired by my parents as
well as my grandmother, who was one of the first
graduating female lawyers in the United States. And of
course Ruth Bader Ginsburg.
Tash: I have so many – it is impossible to choose! Malala
Yousafzai, Frida Kahlo, Nelson Mandela, Martin Luther
King, Jr., Gillian Anderson. I’ve also been utterly inspired
by Andrea Durbach, who I am fortunate enough to work
just down the hall from, ever since I heard her giving a
lecture on her time as a lawyer and human rights
advocate in South Africa. ■
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